INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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1 Important Safety Instructions
As with any Hydronic Heating system there are some important safety instructions.
All works must be completed by licenced tradespeople. To complete a Solamander®
Hydronic Energy Hub installation a licenced electrician and licenced gas fitter will be
required. All works must adhere to all relevant Australian Standards, including but not
limited to, AS/NES 3500 Plumbing and Drainage and AS/NZS 3000 Australian Wiring Rules.
Below are safety points for the key components of a Solamander® System.
The Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub
Each hub is required to be fitted with a pressure relief valve and an expansion tank. The
pressure relief valve must be rated to 3 Bar and must be connected to a sewer line through
a tundish. The pressure vessel must be sized correctly based on the size of the individual
installation.
The Boiler
The boiler must have an internal pressure relief valve and a condensate line. Both will at
times release water. They must be connected to a sewer line through a tundish.
The DHW Tank
The DHW Tank must be fitted with a Tempering Valve as per the Australian Standards. This
is imperative as the tank is integrated with heat source(s) that can supply high temperature.
The tank also has a pressure relief valve which must be connected to a sewer line through a
tundish.
Solar Panels
All Solar Panels integrated into a Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub must be fitted with a
de-aerator on the outlet side of the solar manifold.
There are a maximum number of tubes that can be installed in a series depending on which
panels are to be installed. For Thermann tubes this is 150 tubes. If other types of tubes are
used then refer to the manufactures guidelines.
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2 System Description
2.1 The System
The Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub is an integrated, high performing energy
management system that uses multiple energy sources for a variety of energy uses in
domestic and commercial applications. Solamander® achieves an optimum and pleasant
indoor environment with comfort heating on demand throughout the year.
This system has been designed to be environmentally sound. Energy generated by the solar
tube panels offsets greenhouse gas emissions and allows residential homes and commercial
buildings to get one step closer to being carbon neutral. This is rooted in the system’s ability
to prioritise renewable energy sources over non-renewable energy sources and ensures
minimal energy wastage. The shift in the prioritisation of renewable energy sources like
solar power reduces energy costs associated with domestic hot water and other heating
related utility bills.

2.2 Energy Sources and Uses
Solamander® is an integrated solution that uses multiple renewable and non-renewable
energy sources for multiple energy uses or heating purposes.
Energy Uses

Energy Sources

Domestic Hot Water

Required

Solar Panels

Required

Radiators

Optional

Wet Back

Optional

Hydronic Floor Heating

Optional

Heat pump

Optional

Pool Heating

Optional

Gas Boiler

Optional

A maximum of 3 and a minimum of 2 Energy Sources can be applied to this system.
A maximum of 4 and a minimum of 2 Energy Uses can be applied to this system.
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3 Configuration Options
3.1 Station 1
The solar tube parameters are pre-set to standard factory settings in the controller. These
are the recommended settings however they are customisable. For further information on
customising these settings please refer to section 4.2 and section 5.8.
The factory default setting for the solar tubes is 105℃ which is measured at the bulb inside
the solar panel manifold. This means that the flow regulating valve (Danfoss AB-QM) will
only allow water to flow from the solar panels once the sensor reaches this temperature.
The AB-QM valve, through an actuator, will then control the flow rates to keep an even
temperature flow into the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub. This prevents water “pulsing”
from the solar collector(s). Pulsing allows cooler water into the hub and can potentially
remove energy from the system and it is not as efficient as a fully modulated control
system.
The 105°C setting at the solar panels allows heating water of approximately 75-80°C to be
fed into the system assuming the pipe returning from the panel is insulated correctly
(Thermotec insulation is recommended). This heating water at approximately 75°C – 80°C
will ensure that the system is running with optimal solar contribution. Note, this will vary
across different installations.

3.2 Station 2
There are two energy source options for station 2 of your Solamander® Hydronic Energy
Hub:
•
•

A Heat Pump
A Wet Back

Heat Pumps
The basic principal of a heat pump is to extract heat from outside air, raise the temperature
of this heat and then distribute the heat through water. Some Heat pumps can also be used
in reverse for cooling purposes.
The Heat Pump is an efficient energy source that can be utilised in heating mode with the
Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub. It can be used in conjunction with a gas boiler and solar
tubes or on its own. Please note if a heat pump is to be used on its own it should be
connected to station 3 of the Solamander® system.
When used in conjunction with a gas boiler there are some key considerations. Firstly one
heat source has to be considered the primary heat source and the other is the secondary
heat source. The best way to make this decision is to compare gas and electricity prices in
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the installation area at the time of installation. Whichever non-renewable energy source is
the most cost effective should be set as the primary heat source. This is not a permanent
decision and the heat sources can easily be changed from primary to secondary or
secondary to primary. This ability to adapt future proofs the Solamander® system as you
can customise the system depending on the current costs of non-renewable energy sources.
For further information about customising heat source priorities, please go to section 5
Controller Operations and Settings.
Wet Backs
A Wet Back is an alternative supplement to solar hot water. Wet Backs harvest energy from
other heat sources and can be used in the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub. Examples of
Wet Back systems include, wood stoves, and wood fire heaters.
Unlike a heat pump, a Wet Back cannot be used on its own: it must be used in conjunction
with a gas boiler or a heat pump.
The factory default setting for a Wet Back is 80°C which is measured at the outlet of the Wet
Back. This means that the AB-QM balancing valve will only allow water to flow from the Wet
Back once the sensor reaches this temperature. The AB-QM valve, through an actuator, will
then control the flow rates to keep an even temperature flowing into the hub. This prevents
water “pulsing” from the Wet Back thereby reducing the risk of cooler water entering the
system and potentially removing energy from it.
The 80°C setting at the Wet Back allows 80°C heating water to be fed into the hub if the pipe
returning to the hub is insulated correctly (Thermotec insulation is recommended). This
80°C water will ensure that the system is running with optimal Wet Back contribution.
The Wet Back parameters are pre-set to standard factory settings in the controller. These
are the recommended settings however they are customisable. For further information on
customising these settings please go to section 5 Controller Operations and Settings.

3.3 Station 3
There are 2 non-renewable energy source options for station 3 of your Solamander®
Hydronic Energy Hub:
•
•

A Gas boiler
A Heat Pump (Please see previous section 3.2)

Gas Boilers
Gas boilers are used in the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub to boost the heating
requirements when there is not enough heat being produced from the renewable energy
sources. The boiler parameters are pre-set to a factory setting in the controller. These are
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the recommended settings, however they are customisable. For further information on
customising these settings please go to section 5 Controller Operations and Settings.
These parameters are designed to minimise the running time of the boiler which is a nonrenewable energy source. The system is designed so that if the boiler does need to
contribute, the water going into the boiler is at least pre-heated by the solar panels/wet
back/heat pump. This ensures that the boiler is only contributing the minimum amount of
heating to keep the running costs as low as possible.
The boiler parameters are set by the hot water tank temperature. The boiler will only
contribute hot water to the tank when the tank drops to its minimum auxiliary temperature
(factory default temperature is 48°C). It will then boost the tank only to the maximum
auxiliary temperature (factory default temperature is 54°C). This temperature range is
selected to ensure maximum gain from your renewable energy sources.
For further information on gas boiler parameters please review the domestic hot water tank
parameters in section 3.4.
Heat Pump
(Please see previous section 3.2)

3.4 Station 4
The Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Tank is where hot water is stored for domestic
consumption. It is a standard hot water tank with a coil within the tank that is used to
transfer heat to the tank water. The coil varies in size depending on the size of your tank
and the manufacturer.
The Domestic Hot Water Tanks parameters are pre-set to standard factory settings. These
are the recommended settings however they are customisable. For further information on
customising these settings please go to section 5 Controller Operations and Settings.
The Hot Water Tank factory settings are designed to allow maximum gain from the
renewable energy sources. Once the tank drops below auxiliary minimum temperature the
controller will automatically boost the tank using a non-renewable energy source such as a
gas boiler to ensure domestic hot water is always available. The tank will only get boosted
to the maximum auxiliary temperature. This small temperature boost ensures that
maximum solar gain is available. Please see the diagram below.
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Diagram 1- Maximising Solar Utilisation into DHW Tank

Please note that a tempering valve must be installed on the domestic hot water outlet of
the tank as per the Australian Standards.

3.5 Station 5
Radiator heating is located at station 5 because radiators require a high water temperature
to successfully heat their panels.
The radiator heating parameters are pre-set to standard factory settings. These are the
recommended settings however they are customisable. For further information on
customising these settings please go to section 5 Controller Operations and Settings.
For maximum heat output at each radiator the standard factory settings are set to 80°C. This
is about the same temperature that solar hot water enters the hub. The temperature may
also fluctuate depending on how much energy is being used by the DHW tank. If a lower set
temperature is used for the radiators then care needs to be taken to size the radiators
appropriately as larger sizes are required with lower temperature heating water.

3.6 Station 6
Hydronic floor heating is located at station 6 as it requires a lower heating temperature than
the radiators. The maximum temperature that would enter a floor heating system is set to
around 50°C. This means that the return water from the radiators is generally more than
enough to supply hydronic floor heating.
Each manifold for hydronic floor heating is required to be fitted with a mixing shunt or the
hydronic floor heating feed needs to have a mixing valve. This ensures that the water is
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blended down to 50°C should the inlet temperature exceed this reading. Please see below
diagram of a mixing shunt on a manifold.
Diagram 2- Manifold with mixing shunt

Unlike the other stations this 50°C setting is not customisable. The floor sensors will govern
how much flow goes to each zone to ensure that it receives the correct amount of heat and
maintains a consistent floor temperature.
Buffer Floor Heating
Buffer floor heating can be used as a storage system for excess energy. The table below
demonstrates that by storing energy in buffer floor heating you can store a large amount of
energy and reduce the size of your domestic hot water tank as it is not the only available
place to store energy.
Energy required to raise the temperature of a concrete slab by 2°C (kWh)
Area (m²)
Thickness of
slab (mm)
100
125
150
175
200

5
0.59
0.73
0.88
1.03
1.17

10
1.17
1.47
1.76
2.05
2.35

15
1.76
2.20
2.64
3.08
3.52

20
2.35
2.93
3.52
4.11
4.69

25
2.93
3.67
4.40
5.13
5.87

30
3.52
4.40
5.28
6.16
7.04

50
5.87
7.33
8.80
10.27
11.73

100
11.73
14.67
17.60
20.53
23.47

It is recommended that Buffer Floor Heating is utilised in an area that is not critical for
comfort. For example it could be used in a hallway or entrance area where people generally
do not spend a large amount of time. However it can be installed in any area depending on
the client’s preferences. The larger the buffer floor heating zone the more solar panels can
be used and the more cost effective the system will be to run.
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The next image demonstrates how the Buffer Storage Floor area maintains comfort while
leaving enough capacity for excess solar gain and thereby providing “free” floor heating. The
boiler or other non-renewable energy source will always ensure that the floor temperature
will be maintained between the maximum and minimum auxiliary temperatures and
therefore always be kept at a comfortable temperature even if there is no solar gain (or no
gain from other renewable energy sources).
Diagram 3 – Buffer Storage Floor

The Buffer Floor Heating parameters are pre-set to standard factory settings. These are the
recommended settings however they are customisable. For further information on
customising these settings please go to section 5 Controller Operations and Settings.

3.7 Station 7
Pool heating or a heat dump is located at station 7. If pool heating is available then a heat
dump is not required, however if pool heating is unavailable then a heat dump is highly
recommended.
Pool Heating
Generally pool heating is the lowest priority meaning that it is the last station of the
Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub. Pool heating is delivered via a titanium plate heat
exchanger. This heat exchanger can vary in size and is generally sized according to the
client’s pool heating preferences.
If the client is not concerned about pool heating on demand using the non-renewable heat
source then a small titanium plate heat exchanger can be installed and used as a heat dump.
BROCSOL200.3
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This means if the renewable energy sources are collecting energy and all of the other energy
uses are already up to maximum temperature, the pool will receive the available excess
heating.
The client may want to directly heat the pool using non-renewable heat sources. In this case
a larger titanium plate heat exchange would be required. The capacity of the heat
exchanger needs to be sufficient to take the maximum expected energy generated by the
renewable energy sources. It should be noted that this can achieve good results in raising
the pool temperature but it will be done almost exclusively by the non-renewable heat
source.
Heat Dump
A heat dump is to be used if there is not an option to dump excess heat into a pool or spa. A
heat dump does not remove any water from the system, it simply removes any excess heat
from the renewable heat panel(s) that cannot be stored by the system. This is most likely to
occur during the summer months when energy supply exceeds energy demand. The heat
dump is an added safety feature in that the system does not rely on pressure relief valves to
exhaust excess energy.
For further heat dump options please refer the section 4.11
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4 Installation
4.1 The Hub
The Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub has been designed for simple installation. It is
supplied attached to an Alupanel sheet which comes in two pieces for easy transportation.
Predrilled holes are in each corner to allow for roofing screws if being mounted to timber or
dynabolts if you are mounting the hub on a concrete or brick surface. The hub itself is
connected together using 20mm unions at the top and bottom to bring it back to one piece.
You have two hub options: (Please note both options require access for maintenance)
•
•

Wall mount (Vertical)
Ceiling mount (Horizontal)

Suggested mounting locations include the plant room walls/ceilings, garage walls/ceilings
and external walls. If boxing in the hub with joinery, then access needs to be provided for
maintenance purposes, which could be through a screw removable cover.
Please note that the hub performs at its peak when it is well insulated. Ensure that all areas
of the hub are covered with the provided Thermotec insulation. It is also important to keep
the hub close to the DHW tank and boiler and/or heat pump where possible and keep runs
to the solar panels as short as possible. This will save on insulation and installation costs as
well as reduce heat losses.
Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub pre installation requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

20mm mains water ball valve
Tundish to sewer for pressure relief valve
Two and three-way valves - 1.5mm two core cable and a SDI cable run from the
controller to each of the valve actuators
Solar AB-QM valve – 1.0mm three core cable from the controller to each of the valve
actuators
Sufficient support to hold the weight of the hub
Adequate space, please see diagram below
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Diagram 4 – Space Requirements for the hub
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All wiring must be completed in accordance with Australian Standards and must be
completed by a licenced electrician.
The Controller
The controller can be located anywhere in the building. This is up to the installer to work
with the end user to determine the most appropriate location. The most common location is
close to the hub, often in the plant room. This is due to the “set and forget” feature of the
Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub. Once the installer has commissioned the system the
controller ensures the day to day running of all the system components and does not
require constant adjustment.
This is not always the end users preference and they may want to monitor the system more
closely. In this instance the controller could be mounted anywhere in the building giving the
end user easier access to any data that they would like to monitor.
As each installation is different and each building is different it is important to work with the
end user and choose a location that will suit their needs.
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4.2 Solar Panels
Please be sure to read the specific manual for the solar tubes you have been supplied.
Below are some of the basic principles that apply to most collector options.
Pre-installation
The location of the solar collector is crucial to achieving optimal performance. Some of the
key factors include:
•
•
•
•

The collector tubes should face due north for optimal performance. A deviation from
North of up to 15℃ is acceptable and will have a minimal affect.
Keep the collector manifold level.
The collector angle needs to be at the correct angle for optimal performance. In
Sydney this is 22-45℃ for most panels.
The collectors should also be in direct sunlight for as long as possible, try to avoid
shading from large trees or chimneys. Small objects like antennas will have a minimal
affect.

Please refer to the solar panel manufacturing guide for further details.
Installation
All works must be complete in accordance with Australian Standards and completed
adhering to all WH&S obligations.
Each solar collector comes with a mounting frame, manifold and evacuated tubes. Roof
fixing kits are provided with the solar tubes.
A flow and return line is then run from each side of the solar manifold down to station 1 on
the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub. The left side ball valve on station one is the flow to
the solar collector. The AB-QM balancing valve is to be installed on this feed pipe before the
circulating pump. It is important to keep the circulating pump as close to the Solar panel as
possible to ensure adequate pressure is maintained at the solar collector.
It is recommended that the flow pipe from the solar collector to the hub is insulated using
Thermotec insulation to minimise any heat loses. The flow pipe from the hub to the solar
collectors can be insulated with Armaflex as it is not as critical.
Note: Install AB-QM balancing valve before the pump.
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Diagram 5 - Station 1
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Diagram 6 - Solar panel connections
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4.3 Heat Pump
Please be sure to read the specific manual for the Heat Pump you have been supplied.
Below are some of the basic principles for most heat pumps.
Pre-installation
Ensure you have a solid platform for the Heat Pump to sit on. You also need to ensure that
there is access to any valves and the internal components for future maintenance.
Requirements before installation:
•
•
•

Tundish to sewer for pressure relief valve
If outdoors, a concrete plinth to ensure it is level and secure
Power from the controller

Please refer to the heat pump manufacturing guide for further details.
Installation
All works must be complete in accordance with Australian Standards and completed
adhering to all WH&S obligations.
The heat pump is connected to station 2 or station 3 of the Solamander® Hydronic Energy
Hub. The left side ball valve on the station is the flow line to the heat pump and the right
side ball valve is the return. Both these pipes must be insulated with Armaflex, if you would
prefer to have a higher efficiency you can use Thermotec insulation. Again, keeping the heat
pump close to the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub will minimise heat losses.
Note: Install AB-QM balancing valve before the pump.
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Diagram 7 - Station 2 Heat Pump

4.4 Wet Back
Please be sure to read the specific manual for the Wet Back you have been supplied.
Below are some of the basic principles for most wet backs.
•
•
•
•

Keep the run from the hub to the Wet Back as short as possible for optimal
performance.
Insulate the pipes to minimise losses
Keep all flow pipes rising up to the hub
Use the correct size copper pipe

Please refer to the wet back manufacturing guide for further details.
Installation:
All works must be complete in accordance with Australian Standards and completed
adhering to all WH&S obligations.
The Wet Back is connected to station 2 of the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub. The left
side ball valve on station 2 is the flow line to the wetback and the right side ball valve is the
return. Both these pipes must be insulated with Armaflex, if you would prefer to have a
higher efficiency you can use Thermotec insulation. Again, keeping the wetback close to the
Solamander® system will minimise losses.
Note: Install AB-QM balancing valve before the pump.
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Diagram 8 - Station 2 Wet Back

4.5 Gas Boiler
Please be sure to read the specific manual for the gas Boiler you have been supplied.
Below are some of the basic principles for most gas boilers.
Pre-Installation
The Boiler can be located internally or externally. Again, for optimal performance it should
be located close to the hub where possible.
Some requirements for most boilers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal boilers will require a flue
Some external boilers require an outdoor case and flue
Power from the controller to the boiler
Larger boilers may have external pumps and require pressure vessels
Tundish to sewer for pressure relief valve and condensate
20mm gas ball valve (To be supplied and connected by a licenced gasfitter)
20mm cold water ball valve within 500mm of the bottom of the boiler
A solid wall to hang the boiler
Must be mounted minimum required distances from doors, windows etc. (Check
Australian gas standards)

Please refer to the gas boiler manufacturing guide for further details.
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Diagram 9 - Station 3

Installation
All works must be complete in accordance with Australian Standards and completed
adhering to all WH&S obligations.
The boiler is connected to station 3 of the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub. The left side
ball valve on station 3 is the flow line to the boiler and the right side ball valve is the return.
Both these pipes must be insulated with Armaflex, if you would prefer to have a higher
efficiency you can use Thermotec insulation. Again, keeping the boiler close to the
Solamander® system will ensure minimise losses.
Mount the boiler on the wall and connect the flue following Australian Standards. Make the
connections for the flow and return lines from the Solamander® system. A licenced plumber
is required to connect the gas pipe. The condensate line and the pressure relief lines need to
be run to a tundish. Use 15mm copper pipe for the relief valve and 25mm braided hose for
the condensate line.
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Boiler commissioning
Each brand of boiler and each size boiler has its own set of instructions which need to be
followed. Please refer to the instruction manual which was provided with the boiler to
ensure the commissioning process is completed correctly.

4.6 DHW Tank
Please be sure to read the specific manual for the Domestic Hot Water (DHW) tank you
have been supplied. Below are some of the basic principles for most Domestic Hot Water
tanks.
Pre-installation
Ensure you have a solid platform for the tank to sit on. You also need to ensure that there is
access to all valves and the internal components for future maintenance.
Requirements before installation:
•
•
•

Tundish to sewer for pressure relief valve
If outdoors, a concrete plinth to ensure it is level and secure
A middle tank sensor cable back to the controller

Installation
All works must be complete in accordance with Australian Standards and completed
adhering to all WH&S obligations.
The Domestic Hot Water Tank is connected to station 4 of the Solamander® Hydronic Energy
Hub. The left side ball valve on station 4 is the flow line to the tank and the right side ball
valve is the return from the tank. Both these pipes must be insulated with Armaflex, if you
would prefer to have a higher efficiency you can use Thermotec insulation. Again, keeping
the Tank close to the Solamander® system will minimise heat losses.
From the Solamander® system the flow and return pipes need to be connect to the tank’s
internal heat transfer coil. The flow from the hub should connect to the bottom of the coil
and the return to the hub should connect to the top of the coil.
The domestic hot water connects the same way a normal hot water heater is connected,
usually from the top of the tank with a domestic cold water supply at the bottom. Please
ensure that a tempering valve is used for the domestic hot water as per Australian
Standards.
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Diagram 10 - Station 4
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4.7 Radiator Panels
Please be sure to read the specific manual for the Radiator Panels you have been supplied.
Below are some of the basic principles for most radiator panels.
Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub Connections
Radiator panels are connected to station 5 of the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub. The
right side ball valve on station 5 is the flow line to the radiators. This pipe must also have a
Danfoss two-way valve installed, the valve is supplied with the hub. The left side ball valve is
the return from the radiators. Both these pipes must be insulated with Armaflex, if you
would prefer to have a higher efficiency you can use Thermotec insulation.
Diagram 11 - Station 5

When connecting your radiator panels with the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub you
must ensure that the radiators are connected as a balanced system.
Please refer to the radiator system manufacturing guide for further details
BROCSOL200.3
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Why do you need to balance radiators?
If radiators are not balanced correctly the first radiator in line will take all of the heat. Once
it has taken enough it will then let the second radiator receive heat, then the third and so
on. If the system is balanced using a reverse return or using manual balancing valves each
radiator will receive an even supply of heat.
Mounting the radiator panels
Different radiators come with different radiator brackets, however there are some key
points to remember to ensure a good installation.
•

•

•

Ensure you have a strong bracket point. If you are mounting a radiator on a
plasterboard wall you will need to ensure there is adequate timber to support the
radiator. If you are mounting on a brick or concrete wall you can use the provided
fixing kits.
When you are running the flow and return pipes from the Solamander® Hydronic
Energy Hub to each radiator measure your outlet and inlet points carefully off the
radiator diagram. This will ensure a neat and tidy installation with minimal exposed
pipework.
Ensure radiators are mounted level for optimal performance and aesthetics.

Adjusting the manual AB-QM Balancing valve on the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub
(located between the flow and return lines on the Hub):
1. Set all radiator panels to maximum flow
2. Monitor flow and return temperatures using a laser beam thermometer
3. Once the system has had a chance to stabilize adjust manual balancing valve so that
return water to the hub is 20°C less than supply temperature
Note: Turning the valve clockwise results in an increase in return water temperature.
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4.8 Hydronic Floor Heating
All works must be complete in accordance with Australian Standards and completed
adhering to all WH&S obligations.
The following is a brief guideline on how to complete the hydronic installation
General Rules
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Hot manifolds are always on the top if using Danfoss Manifolds
For Rehau 16mm pipe, each circuit should NOT exceed 90 meters (under 20 square
meters) and all circuits should be similar in length (within 10 meters)
When testing, the system must be flushed first then tested at 6 bar for 20 minutes
and signed off by the builder onsite. Once signed off the pressure can be dropped to
3 bar.
It is recommended that you take photos of gauges holding pressure
It is recommended that you take photos of completed circuits and flow and return
lines
20mm copper is equivalent to 25mm Rehau – for connections at boiler and
manifolds
25mm copper is equivalent to 32mm Rehau - for connections at boiler and manifolds
All brass in slab Rehau joints must be covered with duct tape

Installing Rehau 16mm circuits In Slab
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Follow all safety procedures
Review plan and mark out areas – it is best to complete this task with the builder or
homeowner to confirm all cabinetry, walls WC’s etc. are as per plan
Ensure each circuit area is under 20 square meters – aim for about 17 meters
squared per circuit
Set up Rehau pipe dispenser with 16mm Rehau pipe. Ensure it is not going to affect
other tradesman that may be working on site
Set up a temporary manifold as a start and finish point for each circuit. Please note
you may have more than one manifold so read the plans carefully
Run all circuits as per plan in spiral formation. It is important to run hot pipe along
walls where high heat losses are expected like sliding glass doors etc. Your target
spiral area should be around 16-17 square meters. This will give you a circuit length
of around 70-80 meters
Each circuit has a target length of 85 meters with a maximum length of 95 meters
(Less than 20 square meters). It is important to ensure each circuit is close to the
same length as this will make it easier to balance the system
Pipes should be spaced 200mm apart unless noted otherwise
Tie the circuits to the steel reinforcing mesh using the tie gun, only tie into place at
first and complete all clipping once all circuits are down and are confirmed to be the
correct lengths
Put duct tape around any joints that are in the slab
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Tidy up temporary manifold area and tie pipe neatly to manifold temporary mesh
Record order of the manifold from left to right and record each circuit length
Flush out system with water
Cap system and connect to pump or test bucket
Test system at 6 bar for 20 minutes. Please note: You may be required to pump the
system up to 6 bar more than once due to air in the system and expansion. Once it
holds between 6 bar and 5.5 bar for 20 minutes you can reduce the pressure.
Photograph pressure gauge
Take photographs of all the circuit areas and label each area
Get the builder/homeowner to sign off they witnessed the pressure gauge hold at 6
bar for 20 mins. Reduce pressure to 3 bar for the concrete pour

How to measure a “spiral” (reverse helical pattern)
Measure the area that you would like the spiral to fill. Your target area should be 16-17
meters squared depending on how long your runs are to get back to the manifold.
An example would be to pick an area 3.2m x 5m, this will give you an area of 16 square
meters and use approximately 70 meters of pipe allowing you enough pipe to get back to
the manifold.
You then need to make sure you have an even number of 200mm runs on the long section
of the spiral so that you can navigate back out of your spiral. The short side of the spiral can
be an odd number of runs.
Installing sensor cables and conduit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Follow all safety procedures
Check plans to make sure conduits are in the correct positions
Use 20mm conduit bending spring to put a 90 ℃ bend into 20mm conduit
Leave at least 400mm tail above finished slab height
Ensure end of conduit is in the middle of two pipes so that the sensor can read
accurately
Tape the end of the conduit with duct tape
Tie conduit to mesh using tie gun
Photograph conduit location

Installing flow and return pipes in slab
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Follow all safety procedures
Review plans and run flow and return the shortest possible distance
Must be run in conduit to provide thermal insulation
Tie down using tie gun
Only use fittings in the slab if absolutely necessary
Flush out with water
Put under test for 20 minutes at 6 bar
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•
•
•

Photograph pipes and pressure gauge
Get the builder or homeowner to sign off that they witnessed the pressure gauge
hold
Reduce pressure to 3 bar for concrete pour

Flow and return pipes – surface mounted
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Follow safety procedures
Review plans
Mark out all abbey tees then drill holes
Drill holes using a 6mm drill bit
Put clips half onto abbey tees
Hang abbey tees using plugs and screws or nylon wall anchors
Feed pipe through clips
Go back and tighten all clips
Lag pipe with thermal insulation
Flush out pipe
Put pipe under test for 20 minutes at 6 bar
Get builder to sign off that they witnessed pressure gauge hold

Manifold Installation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Follow safety procedures
Review plans
Cut Rehau 16mm feed pipes down to correct length
Cut flow and return lines down and decide if copper or Rehau will look better
Flow and return lines must be lagged
Mark out all drill holes for manifold brackets if on brick or concrete
Drill holes using a 6mm drill bit
Use plugs and screws so that the manifold is easy to adjust if need be in the
future
If hanging on timber use roofing screws
Hang manifold
Connect circuit pipes
Connect flow and return
Lag pipe. Flush out pipe
Put pipe under test for 20 minutes at 6 bar

Compact Mixing Shunt Installation
The compact mixing shunt connects to the manifold. The manifold brackets hold the
manifold in the correct position for the shunt to be added. The flow and return lines are
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then connected to the shunt. You will need to use reducing nipples to get down to 15mm
thread from your feed pipe size.
Refer to diagram 2 on page 9.
Wiring of actuators on manifold, pump, two-way valve and back to controller
All wiring is to be completed by a licenced electrician and in accordance with all Australian
Standards
Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub Connections
Hydronic floor heating is connected to station 6 of the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub.
The right side ball valve on station 6 is the flow line to the floor heating and the left side ball
valve is the return from the floor heating. Both these pipes must be insulated with Armaflex,
if you would prefer to have a higher efficiency you can use Thermotec insulation.
All manifolds in a Solamander® installation must have a mixing shunt or there must be a
mixing valve to the feed to all manifolds attached to ensure that the floor does not receive
water over 50℃. The flow line from the hub to the floor heating manifolds must have a
Danfoss two-way valve installed close to the Hub (which is supplied with each system).
Diagram 12 –Station 6
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4.9 Buffer Floor Heating
The buffer floor heating zone is also connected to the hub via station 6. However the wiring
back to the controller is different. With Buffer Floor Heating, a designated floor area acts as
a heat storage in a similar way to the buffer water tank. Once the Domestic Hot Water
(DHW) is full to its thermal capacity, excess renewable energy is delivered to this buffer
floor heating area and stored there for ongoing heating needs.

4.10 Pool Heating
All works must be complete in accordance with Australian Standards and completed
adhering to all WH&S obligations.
Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub Connections
The pool heating is connected to station 7 of the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub. The
right side (first ball valve) on station 7 is the flow line to the heat exchanger and the left side
(second ball valve) after the three-way valve is the return from the heat exchanger. Both
these pipes must be insulated with Armaflex, if you would prefer to have a higher efficiency
you can use Thermotec insulation.
Diagram 13 - Station 7
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Installation of Pool heat exchanger
Please be sure to read the specific manual for the heat exchanger you have been supplied.
Below are some of the basic principles for most heat exchangers.
All works must be complete in accordance with Australian Standards and completed
adhering to all WH&S obligations.
Heat exchangers usually come with mounting brackets, it is also important to ensure that
there is minimal chance of vibration. Depending on the model, you may need to install
vibration absorbers. The flow and return connections are to be completed using threaded
joints. It is recommended that unions are installed to ensure easy access for repairs,
servicing or replacement.
It is recommended that the pool side of the plate heat exchanger is connected by the pool
plumber or the person installing the pool. Again it is recommended that unions are used to
ensure easy access to the heat exchanger. We also recommend that the pool contractor
installs a dedicated pump on the pool side of the heat exchanger and not run it via the pool
filter. This will enable the pool filter to run on a timer to meet pool filter requirements, and
the dedicated pump to run when pool heating is required. This pump is controlled by the
Solamander® system.

4.11 Heat Dump
A heat dump is to be used if there is not an option to dump excess heat into a pool. A heat
dump does not remove any water from the system, it simply removes any excess heat from
solar gain. This is most likely to occur during the summer months when you do not require
as much energy from the system as the floor heating and radiator heating will not be turned
on. The heat dump is an added feature installed when a pool is unavailable.
Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub Connections
The heat dump is connected to station 7 of the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub when
there is no pool. As above 4.10
Heat Dump Options
The ideal place to dump any excess heat is in a pool however this is not always an option.
Here are some other ways that you can set up a heat dump.
•
•
•
•

Install circuits in the driveway
Install circuits in the garage
Install circuits in the garden
Set up a radiator panel in a garage or somewhere out of the way
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4.12 Fill valve and safety valves
There are several safety valves that need to be installed along with a pressure gauge for
system monitoring and a water fill station in order to fill the hub with water.
The “water fill” ball valve and the “tee” connection piece for the safety valves and pressure
gauge are shown in the diagram below. The tee directly above the 7th station is for the
Pressure Gauge, Expansion Tank and Pressure Relief Valve. The ball valve above the tee is
for the water connection.
Diagram 14 – Fill station and safety valve connection point above station 7

Water top up
As the system has non-potable water a backflow prevention device must be installed. The
backflow preventer is accompanied by an automatic fill valve. These are to be connected to
the water top up ball valve that is connected to the hub. The valves can be installed in
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whichever location suits the space requirement of the installation. The Table below shows
which valves are need to complete both the water top up section and the safety valve
section.
Picture

Symbol

Description
Dual Check Vale to prevent
contamination of water
supply

Automatic Fill Valve – this is
where the water supply is
connected when a top up is
required

Pressure gauge to monitor
pressure in the hub
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Pressure vessel to allow for
expansion

Pressure Relief Valve – Will
release water if the pressure
raises over 3 bar
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Diagram 15 – An example of the water connection and safety valve installation
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NOTE: A shut off valve must not be installed between the Solamander hub and the pressure
relief valve. This is to ensure that the pressure relief valve can not be manually isolated.
Frost Protection
Antifreeze will need to be added to any system that is in an area that is at risk of freeze
damage. If a water pipe freezes the water will expand and the system becomes prone to
burst pipes that can cause expensive damage.
Glycol is a common anti-freeze used in heating systems. It is recommended that you follow
the manufactures instructions regarding the amount of antifreeze that is required and
choose a product that is suitable for this system.
Please note that all installations that require antifreeze must adhere to all building and
plumbing codes in regards to the protection of the potable water system.

4.13 Wiring the Controller
All wiring must be completed in accordance with Australian Standards and must be
completed by a licenced electrician.
There are three separate electrical enclosure boxes that can be located together or can be
in separate locations.
• Power Box – contains the isolating circuit breaker and power supplies
• HMI Box – contains the PLC (Program Logic Controller) with the user Touch Screen
• Connection Box – where all electrical connections terminate
Refer to diagram in Appendix A2 Wiring Diagram
Power Box – Cables and Connections
(Refer to Wiring Diagram in Appendix A diagram A2 Page56)
Run 240Vac 1.5m² twin and earth cable to the isolating 10A circuit breaker input in this box.
Run 240Vac 1.5m² twin and earth cable from the isolating 10A circuit breaker output in this
box to the Connection Box. Refer to the Connection Box for where this is to connect.
Run two 1.5m² twin and earth cables from this box to the Connection Box. These can be
two flexible polarised figure-8 cables. Refer to the Connection Box for where this is to
connect.
HMI Box – Connections and cables
The HMI Box (Human Machine Interface – touch screen) contains the screen and PLC
(Program Logic Controller) which are usually plugged together as a single unit. However, if
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they need to be separate then please enquire about the special cable that is required to link
between the two.
Cables required are:
• DB9 female to female for the CANbus (CANopen) connection. It is not a standard
computer cable but requires an internal terminating resistor to be fitted or it may
not be reliable. This cable is supplied to the length required and is separately prewired with its connectors. One end connects directly to the PLC in the HMI Box and
the other directly to the analogue interface unit in the Connection Box.
LINK TO HMI CONTROLLER – multicore cable. Outside is usually two separate 12
core 7/0.2mm multicore cables (each about 7.3mm diameter) and run together with
the CANbus cable from the HMI Box to the Connection Box. This can be supplied
separately cut to the length(s) required or can be supplied by the electrician as a
single or multiple multicore cable(s). These cable(s) must be provided with a shield
and the shield is recommended to be connected to earth. The terminals at each end
are grey with a green/yellow earth and a black common neutral terminal.
Connection Box – Connections and cables
•

The Connection Box is the central electrical link for the operation of Solamander because it
receives signals from both external and internal inputs and provides power to the pumps
and valves. It also provides outputs to signal heat sources to operate and to allow heat
loads to receive energy.
The following image shows the terminal block connections within the Connection Box. The
electrician only connects to the vacant terminals along the top of these terminals. All other
wiring within the box is pre-wired, except for any required connection to the BMS or to
some other interface for external switching control (see "BMS Cables and Connections"
further below).
The terminals in the Connection Box have a terminal number assigned to each group of one,
two or three terminals to perform their allocated function.

Diagram 16 – Connection Box
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Please also refer to the Wiring Diagram (Appendix A2) at the end of this section for a view as
to how the components relate together. Terminal group numbers are also shown on that
page.
Connection Box – Terminal Block Connections and cables
Most outputs are controlled by a relay which is located below these terminals with its
purpose clearly marked. The relays have a red indicator light to show when the output
should be operating.
Input Power
The 240V cables from the circuit breaker in the Power Box connect to the terminals marked
"INPUT 240Vac".
The 24V cables (both ac and dc supplies) from the Power Box connect to the two 2A fuses
marked "INPUT 24V". Both fuses have a red indicator light which would normally turn on if
the fuse has blown (provided power is available).
These input power terminals do not have Terminal Numbers
Heat Demand
Sets of red and black terminals
The red and black terminals connect to the respective thermostat and these thermostats
MUST be powered only from the circuit breaker output in the Solamander Power Box.
Terminals 1 – Radiators
Terminals 2 – Hydronic Floor Heating (which is not part of the buffer zone)
Terminals 3 – (future spare)
Boiler and Heat Pump
Grey terminals in sets of two.
These are the signals sent to advise when this heat source needs to be operating. These
terminals connect to a normally open relay contact which closes when the heat source is to
run. They are isolated from any power source and are not to be used to power that heat
source.
Terminals 8 – Gas Boiler
Terminals 9 – Heat Pump
Output to Pumps
Sets of red and black terminals, where the red is active and the black is the common neutral
supply
These terminals supply 240Vac power directly to the pumps whenever they are required to
run.
Terminals 11 – Solar pump
Terminals 12 – Wet Back pump
Terminals 13 – Hydronic Floor Heating pump supply (may be to multiple pumps and includes
the pump that operates for the buffer floor heating zone)
Output to Valves– On/off control
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Sets of orange, red and black terminals, where the orange is the 240Vac supply that
operates the valve when it is required, red is a permanent 240Vac active and black is the
common neutral.
When the orange terminal is at 240Vac then this valve operates to permit water to flow to
that area for heating or to receive heat from a heat source. The PLC usually has a time delay
from the operation of the valve to the activation of a heat source.
Terminals 21 – Pool or other Heat Dump
Terminals 22 – DHW Tank
Terminals 23 – Buffer Hydronic Floor Heating zone
Terminals 24 – Radiators
Terminals 25 – Gas Boiler
Terminals 26 – Heat Pump
Output to Valves – Analogue
Sets of buff, brown and black terminals, where buff is the analogue signal (0-10Vdc)to the
valve, brown is a permanent 24Vac power supply to the valve, and black is the common of
the 24Vac and 24Vdc supplies (and is also common to the 240Vac neutral). These valves are
Danfoss AB-QM pressure independent balancing valves and their actuators receive a
variable 0 to 10Vdc signal from the controller to operate the valve a variable amount to
permit the required flow of water from the heat source(s).
Terminals 28 – Solar valve
Terminals 29 – Wet Back or Heat Pump valve
Input from Temperature Sensors
Sets of white and grey terminals. The temperature sensor NTC Thermistors (15k ohm at
25°C) connect to these terminals. Each sensor usually has one black and one white
conductor but they are not polarity sensitive. The supplied DEVI sensors must be use. The
conductors from each sensor may be connected to either coloured terminal. The sensor
cables may be extended with 1.5m² cable (usually figure-8 to signify that they are not
normal 240V wiring). Maximum extension length is 50m.
Terminals 41 to 48 – Temperature Sensors
BMS - Cables and Connections
Sets of white terminals preceded with a black common +24Vdc terminal. If a BMS (Building
Management System) needs to be integrated with Solamander® or if there are other
external inputs that are required then they would connect to the separate BMS terminal
block in the Connection Box. If BMS mode is selected then all of the following functions are
to be from an external source. The HMI Touch Screen settings for these functions are then
inactive.
When a contact or switch is closed between the common (terminal 90) and any of the
terminals below then that function is enabled. The contact or switch must be isolated from
all other power sources. This facility operates at 24Vdc and it is essential that no other
power is applied to any of these terminals. A 0.5A fuse is incorporated in the common
black terminal 90.
Terminal 90* – Common (+24Vdc)
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Terminal 91 – Pool heating required
Terminal 92 – Radiator heating allowed
Terminal 93 – Winter Mode on
Terminal 94* – Buffer Floor Heating allowed
Terminal 95* – Energy Saving Mode enabled
Terminal 96* – Hydronic Floor Heating allowed
* Terminals 90, 94, 95, 96 must be linked together if no BMS or external inputs are used.
Diagram 17
BMS Connection Box
This also shows the wire links that
are required when the BMS link is
not being used.

4.14 Balancing and Commissioning
Hydronic Energy Hub
Balancing and commissioning starts with ensuring all air is removed from the system. While
this is a simple process it can be time consuming as it is imperative that all air is removed.
Below is a guideline to remove air from the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub.
Fill the system with mains pressure first. It is important to flush out the entire system to
remove any chemicals that may be left from when the products were manufactured. When
filling the system for the first time it will take a long time for water to fill the entire system,
especially if there is a large Floor Heating area. It may be necessary depending on what
pressure the mains are in the area of the installation to boost the pressure using a small,
high-pressure pump. This will help push the water through and the air out.
You can connect the mains pressure through the hub for the initial system fill. It will be most
time effective if you isolate each section and remove air from one station at a time. For
example you can feed water through the manifold and remove all the air from the circuits in
the floor. Once this is complete shut off this station and focus on another station.
The simple way to ensure all air is removed is to use a submersible pump. Leave the pump in
a container filled with water and pump water into the system. Have the return water feed
back into the container filled with water via a hose left below the water level. As the return
water flows back into the container it will push air out and you can monitor this by watching
for air bubbles.
Hydronic Floor Heating
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This is a time consuming process and time should be allowed to complete this properly.
Once air is removed the system should be left at 2.5 bar.
The Hydronic Floor Heating will need to be balanced once the system is running to ensure
that even heat is distributed across the floor. This is crucial to ensure that you get an even
heat. This process is straight forward, particularly if you have all of the circuits close to the
same length.
The boiler will also need to be commissioned. For boiler commissioning refer to the boiler
instruction manual as each model of boiler has specific requirements.
It is best to complete the balancing of the system after you commission the boiler. It is also
preferable that the boiler has been running for at least an hour to allow the return lines to
have some heat.
Please note you may need to do a slight adjustment once the slab has reached temperature,
this is generally due to the pipe being at different depths in the slab or the slab having cold
spots.
1. Complete the job detail in the Manifold Balancing Report. (See Appendix A3 below).
You will also need to record the circuit lengths and current settings of each circuit.
The circuit information will assist you to adjust each circuit.
2. Record the time – then using your infra-red temperature sensing gun record the
supply and return temperature.
3. From left to right measure and record the temperature of each circuit on the return
side of the manifold.
4. Review your findings. If you have a difference between circuits you will need to make
adjustments. For example if all of your circuits are set on ‘N’(which is recommended
for your first reading) and you have four circuits and one circuit is five ℃ cooler than
the other circuits you could turn the other four circuits down to ‘7’which is the
second highest setting. This process will allow less flow through these circuits
therefore more flow through the cooler circuit.
5. Record you adjustments on the Manifold Balancing Report
6. Wait a minimum of five minutes for the system to rebalance
7. Repeat the process again. Measure each circuit from left to right and record your
finding. You will find that the temperatures have changed according to your
adjustments.
8. Continue this process until you get all circuits recording the same temperature. Your
allowance for difference across each circuit should be no more than one °C.
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5 Controller Operation and Settings
5.1 Navigation:
For Home Owner & Installer Use.
The navigation of the controller uses a touch screen Human Machine Interface (HMI). There
are some key navigation buttons that are important for you to familiarise yourself with
when you first switch on the controller.

Home Screen:
This is the Main Menu or Home Screen that will provide
a starting point for programming your controller.
Complete with six menu items, simply touch the
appropriate button to go a particular area on the
controller and continue to follow the prompts i.e. touch
MODES to go to the ‘Modes’ section.

5.2 Key Functions:
Example screen below
Touch HOME to go to the Home Screen.

Touch HELP on any screen get a more
detailed description on that area.

Touch the UP or DOWN arrow
(top/bottom right corner) on any screen to scroll
through a section that has multiple pages.
Touch BACK arrow (top left corner) on any screen to go back to the previous
screen.
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5.3 Changing Settings:
Example screen below

Press the button to change the setting to ON/OFF
Setting is ON when green

Setting is OFF when grey

5.4 Entering Values
Example screen below
Only values in a white box can be changed by
the user/installer. To change the value, touch
the white box and use the input keys that
will appear on the screen to enter the new
value. If the value is out of the allowable
range of values, an Error Message will
appear.

5.5 Outputs:

This shows the Output status as either
ON or OFF at any given time. For
example, when an Output to a Pump
or Valve is ON, the icon will read ‘ON’
and have a green background.
Similarly, the icon will read ‘OFF’ and change to a grey
background when the Output is no longer running.
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5.6 Modes:
For Home Owner & Installer use.
The ‘Modes’ section enables the user to change the operation of the system. It must be
configured for Mode Select from HMI to allow these changes, otherwise these changes are
required to be made remotely.

Mode

Description

Winter Mode

Allows floor heating and radiator heating
to operate when ON (where installed).
Normally OFF during summer.
Allows the allocated buffer floor heating zone
to operate (if it has been configured).
This may be set to LOW or HIGH. This only applies to
the buffer floor heating.
LOW
Provides temperature control which is closer
to the comfort setting selected for the
Buffer Floor Heating.
HI
Allows a wider swing in temperature for greater
economy and energy saving. The amount of swing
is determined by the set Difference Energy
Savings. Reference the appropriate parameter SC12 for
further details (Appendix A1).
Turns pool heating ON. The user can use the auxiliary
heat source to heat the pool. Note, the heating will
continue until the user changes the ‘Run Pool Heating’
mode back to OFF.

Allow Buffer Floor Heating
Energy Savings

Run Pool Heating
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5.7 View:
For Home Owner & Installer use.
Allows the user to View how the system is currently running. It shows key details like Input
Temperatures and Output Signals.

Selection

Sub-Selection Description

Overview
Display temperature
measurements and
outputs
that are running.
Heat Sources
Display for each heat
source (e.g. Solar, Wet
Back, Heat Pump, Gas
Boiler)

Temperatures

Display temperature measurements for Heat
Sources, Uses and Storage.

Outputs

Display which Outputs are running for energy
sources and energy uses.

Energy Source 1

Displays key settings, inputs and/or outputs
for Energy Source 1.
Displays key settings, inputs and/or outputs
for Energy Source 2.
Displays key settings, inputs and/or outputs
for Energy Source 3.
Displays DHW operation (incl. Buffer tank,
reserve temp etc.)
Displays the floor heating operation in the
buffer heating storage zone (incl. ON/OFF
function, set temp, energy savings etc.)
Displays key settings for Energy Use 1.
Displays key settings for Energy Use 2.
Displays key settings for Energy Use 3.

Energy Source 2
Energy Source 3

Heat Storage
DHW
Display for each heat
storage (e.g. Domestic Hot Buffer Floor
Water, Buffer Floor).
Heating
Heat Uses
Display each energy use
(e.g. Radiators, Hydronic
Floor, Pool).
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5.8 Settings:
For Installer Use Only.
Enables the installer to change key settings in the system at each station, depending on the
way each particular station is configured, i.e. Station 1 is Solar, while Station 2 could be a
Wet Back or Heat Pump. See ‘Configuration’ section below for further details.

Selection

Description

Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5
Station 6
Station 7

Change any setting relating to Station 1.
Change any setting relating to Station 2.
Change any setting relating to Station 3.
Change any setting relating to the DHW Station.
Change any setting relating to the Radiator Station.
Change any setting relating to the Hydronic Floor Heating setting.
Change any setting relating to the Pool (Dump) setting.
Please note the ALL PARAMETERS button gives you access to all system
settings and parameters which can be used rather than going through the
menu buttons directly. Note, the controller allows you to change a setting
in many different screens. See table in Appendix A-A1 Parameters ‘All
Parameters’ section.

All Parameters
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5.9 Configuration:
For Installer Use Only.
Allows the installer to configure each of the stations.

Selection

Configuration

Description

Station 1
Station 2

n/a
Wet Back Select

Always assumed to be solar.
Turn ON to configure that a Wet Back has
been installed on Station 2.
Turn ON to configure that a Heat Pump has
been installed on Station 2. Only one heat
source can be selected.
The Heat Pump normally has priority as the
non-renewable heat source. Turn ON this
override if the Gas Boiler is to run as priority
over the Heat Pump. (SC3P)
Turn ON to configure that a Gas Boiler has
been installed on Station 3.
Turn ON to configure that a Heat Pump has
been installed on Station 3.
Only one heat source can be selected.
Turn ON to configure that Radiator(s) have
been installed on Station 5.
Turn ON to configure that Hydronic Floor
Heating has been installed on Station 6.
Turn ON to configure that the Hydronic
Buffer Floor Heating zone is included on
Station 6.
Turn ON to configure that Pool Heating
has been installed on Station 7.
Manages the regular automatic collection of
temperatures and system operation.

Heat Pump Select

Heat Pump Priority O-Ride

Station 3

Gas Boiler
Heat Pump

Station 5 & 6

Radiator Heating
Hydronic Floor Heating

Buffer Floor
Heating

Buffer Floor Heating

Station 7

Pool Heater

Data Collection

Data Collection Interval
(mins)
Save Data to USB
Save Status
Mode Selection Source
Modes from HMI
Modes from Inputs
Load Factory Settings

Mode Switching

Factory Defaults
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5.10 Set Time:
Update the system’s date and time as required.
Select the field to be changed and use the numeric
keypad that will appear on the screen to enter the
desired value.

5.11 Version Info:
Shows the software version currently running on the system, this can change when/if
system updates occur.

5.12 Uploading Software:
When the HMI Controller and the Power Box are wired to the Connection Box with 240V
power connected to the Power Box and all is ready to run (the valves, pumps and
temperature sensors do not need to be connected at this stage).
•

•
•
•

Insert the USB memory disc stick into the controller USB port (the controller must
not be powered up). The USB must have the program files loaded in the root
directory.
Turn on the circuit breaker in the Power Box
The controller will immediately recognise the program change and will load it into
the controller.
When completed, remove the USB memory disc, otherwise if there is a power failure
it may re-load the program and wipe any local configuration and settings.

5.13 Link to a Network
This permits the controller to be accessed through the internet via your local network.
Go to the controller setup functions screen (touch diagonal corners sequentially on the
screen until the blue controller screen appears), displaying the following tabs “Offline”,
“System”, ”Diagnosis”.

BROCSOL200.3
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If this is the first time to access the controller setup functions, then “Initial Start Mode” may
be displayed. Touch the Network Icon (the top right button). Language selection should be
"English".
Select “Offline” tab screen, then the “Network” button. If the controller is running, this will
stop the controller and re-boot in setup mode to display the “Static IP” addresses.
Enter the IP addresses assigned by your network administrator for the controller to operate
through. The values below are the defaults for a new controller which has not been set up.
•
•
•

IP Address
Subnet Mask
Default Gateway

10
255
0

10
0
0

3
0
0

57
0
0

All three addresses are required from your administrator.
Re-boot the controller to return to normal operation by touching the “To Run Mode” button
at the bottom right of the screen.

5.14 Troubleshooting Controller:
Trouble

Solution

Power Box

Green LED light ON means 24Vdc is
available to the controller.
Analogue Interface Unit (OTB)
- Green "PWR" light ON
- Green "Run" light ON
- Red "ËRR" light OFF

NORMAL
OPERATION
Controller Box

Temperature Sensor Unit
- Green "Power" light ON.
Fuse lights (red) must be OFF
- supplies 24Vdc and 24Vac to the
controller and valves.
HMI Controller Box
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CAN light (back of controller)
- Green steady ON
CAN communication is active
- Green with twin orange flashes
CAN cable not connecting between the
HMI and the Connection Box.
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OPERATION
CONCERNS
HMI screen is blank with
no backlighting

Program not running
e.g. temperatures not
being displayed or not
changing

Touch screen to activate
Check that power is on
- power being supplied to the Power Box
- circuit breaker in Power Box
switched on
- fuses in Control Box ok
(24Vdc 2.0A)
CAN Bus cable not connecting between
HMI Controller and the Connection Box.

ERROR LIGHTS /
MESSAGES
Connection Box (OTB
Analogue Interface Unit)

HMI Controller
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Red "ERR" light ON
- CAN Bus cable not connecting to the
HMI Controller
- Program stopped due to error
Various errors and messages appear
(white on black) on the screen. These
can be information on changes made or
errors which are usually self-explanatory.
Messages of concern should be written
down and reported.
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6 Troubleshooting
There are often simple solutions to issues that may arise during installation, commissioning
or servicing of a Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub system. Below is a list of problem
solving techniques for the easy to solve issues that can arise if installation is not completed
correctly.
Please contact Devex Systems Service Department if the issue cannot be resolved onsite.

6.1 Air in the system
This issue can arise if all air was not completely removed during commissioning. It can result
in the boiler shutting off and the system losing pressure. It is simple to diagnose, simply
check one of the pressure gauges located on the hub or at the boiler.
To rectify this issue please refer back to section 4.13 and repeat the process. It can also help
to bleed the air at the highest point which is usually at the solar panels.

6.2 Uneven heat across the floor
This is common if balancing was not completed correctly or was completed before the slab
had reached its desired temperature. Again, refer to section 4.13 and simply rebalance the
system at the manifolds.

6.3 Boiler not distributing heat or short cycling
Ensure that the boiler has been commissioned correctly. Refer to the boiler manual and
ensure all the commissioning requirements have been met. If unsure contact Devex Systems
Service Department or the boiler manufacturer.

See also 5.14 Troubleshooting Controller

BROCSOL200.3
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7 Warranties
The following warranties are for each of the individual components of the Solamander®
Hydronic Energy Hub and controller. The remaining support components are dependent on
the brand and manufacturer you choose to move forward with.

The Hydronic Energy Hub:
Danfoss valves and actuators: 2 year warranty
Copper pipes: 25 year warranty
All other components: 1 year warranty

Controller:
Schneider controller: 1 year warranty

Support Components: Energy Uses
Immergas domestic hot water tanks: 25 year warranty
De Longhi radiators: 25 Year Manufactures Guarantee
Danfoss thermostatic sensors, manifolds, valves & controls: 2 year warranty
Titanium plate heat exchangers: 2 year warranty

Support Components: Energy Sources
Thermann solar tubes: 15 year warranty
Bosch gas boilers: 1 year warranty
Baxi gas boilers: 2 year warranty
Grundfos pumps: 2 year warranty

BROCSOL200.3
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8 Appendix A – Reference Tables and Figures
A1 Parameters
For Installer Use Only.
Select this to scroll through a complete list of all of system parameters. The following table
describes each of these parameters in more detail:

Parameter

Name

CONFIGURATION
SC1
Pool Heat Exchanger
SC2
SC3
SC3P

Wet Back Select
Heat Pump Select
Heat Pump Priority O-Ride

SC5
SC5

Gas Boiler
Auxiliary Priority

SC6

Radiator Heat Configured

SC7

Buffer Floor Heating

SC8

Hydronic Floor heating

SC9

Mode Select from HMI

SC10

HMI Winter Mode

SC11

HMI Allow Buffer Floor
Heating
SC12
Energy Savings
SC13
Run Pool Heating
DOMESTIC HOT WATER
SD1
Buffer Tank Min Temp

BROCSOL200.3

Description
Turn ON if Pool heating is installed and is to
be permitted.
Turn ON if a Wet Back heater is installed.
Turn ON if a Heat Pump is installed.
The Heat Pump normally has priority as the
non-renewable heat source. Turn ON this override
if the Gas Boiler is to run as priority over the
Heat Pump.
Turn ON if a Gas Boiler is installed.
Set to "3" if a Heat Pump is configured but the
Gas Boiler is to be the priority Auxiliary heat
source to be run first. Normal priority is with this
set to "2".
Turn ON if Radiators have been installed on
Station 5.
Turn ON to configure that a Hydronic Buffer
Floor Heating zone is included on Station 6.
Turn ON if any Hydronic Floor Heating has been
installed on Station 6.
Only allow mode inputs from this HMI touch
screen.
Allows floor heating and radiators
to operate when ON (where installed).
Normally OFF during summer.
Allows the allocated buffer floor heating zone
to operate.
This may be set to LOW or HIGH.
n/a
The minimum temperature that the DHW
(Domestic Hot Water) tank is permitted to drop
to before a non-renewable heat source is called
in for heating. This is the minimum hot water
heat buffer.
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SD2

Buffer Tank Reserve Temp

SD3

Buffer Tank Max Temp

SD4

Tank Set Temp Hysteresis

SD5

Buffer Tank Minimum
Exposure Temp

SD6

Buffer Tank Minimum
Exposure Time (mins)

SD7

Check Period (days)

SD8

Day Counter

SD9

Minute Counter

SD10

Legionella Test Time

SD11

Buffer Tank Minimum
Temperature Limit

SD12

Buffer Tank Reserve
Maximum Temp Limit

SD13

Set Back Temp vs Heat Pump
Supply Temp
Set Back Temp vs Heat Pump
Reserve Supply Temp

SD14
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The minimum temperature that the DHW tank will
be heated to as a het buffer with a non-renewable
heat source.
The maximum temperature that the DHW tank is
permitted to be heated to. Note that this limit
cannot be higher than the renewable heat
source(s) ability.
The hysteresis value used for the DHW buffer
tank settings.
Used for Legionella control.
The tank must be maintained at least at this
temperature to control Legionella.
Used for Legionella control.
The tank must be maintained for at least at this
time (in seconds) to control Legionella.
Used for Legionella control.
The tank must exceed the exposure temperature
for the time period within this number of days
or the Legionella function will be run using a
non-renewable heat source.
Used for Legionella control.
The number of days since the Legionella control
was satisfied. This is counted automatically
and does not have to be set.
Used for Legionella control.
The number of minutes that the Legionella
control function has been running.
This is counted automatically and does not have
to be set.
The time of day (hh:mm) when a check is done to
determine if Legionella control is to be run.
Usually end of day for Solar only systems.
The maximum temperature that the DHW tank
minimum temperature setting may be set to.
This must not be higher than the maximum rated
supply temperature capability of the Heat Pump
(where one is configured).
The maximum temperature that the DHW tank
maximum temperature setting may be set to.
This must not be higher than the maximum rated
supply temperature capability of the Heat Pump
(where one is configured).
The setback used to reduce the tank minimum
temperature allowed. Only used for Heat Pumps.
The setback used to reduce the tank reserve
temperature allowed. Only used for Heat Pumps.
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FLOOR HEATING
SF1
Buffer Max Temp

The maximum temperature that the Buffer Floor
area is permitted to be heated to.
This is automatically set from the Comfort
setting and Energy Saving mode.
The desired comfort temperature of the Buffer
Floor area heating.
The maximum temperature allowed for the Buffer
Floor area heating.
This is automatically set from the Comfort
setting and Energy Saving mode.
The minimum temperature allowed for the Buffer
Floor area heating.
This is automatically set from the Comfort
setting and Energy Saving mode.
The set temperature difference permitted when
Energy Saving mode is ON.
This is used to adjust the Min and Max
temperatures permitted for the Buffer floor
area only.

SF2

Buffer Floor Comfort Temp

SF3

Buffer Floor Aux Max Temp

SF4

Buffer Floor Aux Min Temp

SF5

Difference Energy Savings

HUB LOOP
SL1

Maximum Return Temp

Dump of excess heat will occur when the Hub
loop return temperature reaches this set
temperature. This is a safety function.

GAS BOILER
SG1

Gas Boiler Set Temp

SG2

Gas Boiler Tolerance

SG3

Gas Boiler Delta T Max

SG4

Gas Boiler Delay (secs)

SG5

Gas Boiler Minimum Run
Time (secs)

The running temperature, as set on the boiler's
dial. (not used)
Tolerance setting (a few degrees) for the set
gas boiler operating temperature.
Maximum temperature difference from the
priority
heat source (when this is the Gas Boiler) to
the non-priority heat source.
Time delay (in seconds) before Gas Boiler will
start to run after the conditions are reached
that call for the Gas Boiler's operation.
Time (in seconds) Gas Boiler will run for once
is has started to run.

HEAT PUMP
SH1
SH2
SH3
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Heat Pump Supply Target
Temp
Heat Pump Proportional
Gain
Heat Pump Integral Gain

Desired temperature to be maintained
by the Heat Pump.
(Technician use only)
Flow control Proportional setting
(Technician use only)
Flow control Integral setting
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SH4
SH5
SH6
SH7

Heat Pump PID Controller
Wait Time (sec)
Heat Pump Delay (secs)
Minimum Heat Pump Run
Time (secs)
Heat Pump Differential Gain
K
Heat Pump Min Out Limit
Heat Pump Max Out Limit

SH8
SH9
SOLAR
SS1

Target Solar Temp

SS2

Solar Delta Temp

SS3

Max Solar Set Temp

SS4
SS5

Solar Set T Hysteresis
Solar Pump Delay

SS6

Solar PID Control Wait

SS7

Solar Prop Gain K

SS8

Solar Integral Gain K

SS9

Solar Pump Min Run Time

SS10

Solar Differential Gain K

SS11
SS12
WET BACK
SW1

Solar Min Out Limit
Solar Max Out limit

SW2

Wet Back Delta Temp Set

SW3

Wet Back Set Temp
Hysteresis
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Target Wet Back Temp

(Technician use only)
Flow control Wait time setting in seconds.
Time delay (in seconds) before Heat Pump will
run after Heat Pump has been called to operate.
Time pump will run after the demand for the
Heat Pump has been satisfied.
Flow control Differential setting for the PID
control function.
n/a
n/a
Desired temperature to be maintained
at the solar panel
Minimum Temperature difference required
between
the solar panel and the energy hub before
the solar pump will run to capture solar energy.
Heat to be dumped when this temperature
is reached
Temperature hysteresis setting for solar panel
Time delay (in seconds) before solar pump will
run after solar panel reaches set target
temperature.
(Technician use only)
Flow control Wait time setting.
(Technician use only)
Flow control Proportional setting
(Technician use only)
Flow control Integral setting
Time pump will run after solar panel drops
below set target temperature
Flow control Differential setting for the PID
control function.
n/a
n/a
Desired temperature to be maintained
at the Wet Back
Minimum Temperature difference required
between
the Wet Back and the energy hub before
the Wet Back pump will run to capture Wet Back
energy.
Temperature hysteresis setting for Wet Back.
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SW4

Wet Back Prop Gain K

SW5
SW6
SW7

Wet Back Integral Gain
Wet Back PID Control Wait
Time
Max Wet Back Temp

SW8

Wet Back Run Delay

SW9

Wet Back Min Run Time

SW10

Wet Back Differential Gain K

SW11
SW12

Wet Back Min Out Limit
Wet Back Max Out Limit
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(Technician use only) Flow control Proportional
setting.
(Technician use only) Flow control Integral setting
(Technician use only) Flow control Wait Time
setting in seconds.
Heat to be dumped when this temperature
is reached
Time delay (in seconds) before Wet Back pump
will run after Wet Back reaches set target
temperature.
Time pump will run (in seconds) after Wet Back
drops below set target temperature
Flow control Differential setting for the PID
control function.
n/a
n/a
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A2 Wiring Diagram

BROCSOL200.3
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A3 Manifold Balancing Report
MANIFOLD BALANCING REPORT
File:

F

Address:

Manifold
Number:
Manifold
Location:

Boiler Supply
Temperature:
Date:

C

Installer:
Room / Circuit Name
Master?
Circuit Length (m)
Proposed Setting
Time

Supply
Temp
C

Return Circuit
Temp
C

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Settings
Return
Temp C
Settings
Return
Temp C
BROCSOL200.3
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8

9

10

11

12

Comment

9 Service and Support
Devex Systems can design, install and assemble all components of this system. We work
closely with our partners, Danfoss, Rehau, Bosch & Baxi to offer a complete and integrated
system for our customer. Other components can be independently sourced so long as they
are deemed suitable for this system and properly configured.
At Devex Systems, we excel at specialised heating, cooling and insulation solutions for new
and existing buildings in residential, commercial and industrial environments.
We strive to provide superior comfort through high quality, sustainable heating and cooling
solutions delivered with service excellence.
For more information on the Solamander® Hydronic Energy Hub, please contact us on
1800 636 091 or info@devexsystems.com.au
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